STORAGE

Metal Storage Furniture

Office Furniture Solutions

Sorted!
At Groupe Lacasse, we specialize in efficiency and flexibility
and we know all about storage. The Metal Storage Furniture
collection will meet even the most stringent requirements and
expectations of anyone who needs to organize their environment
at a moment’s notice. This multipurpose collection offers a broad
selection of products, in a wide choice of colors, and different
dimensions to create dynamic and productive environments
for individuals and collaborative teams. These metal storage
products fit seamlessly with any of our Lacasse freestanding
furniture collections and the Nvision panel-based system.
Lacasse products combine style and durability. With its smooth,
uniform paint finish, the metal furniture collection also features
perfectly aligned drawers and a fully welded case made of steel
that is thicker than industry standards. Its unmatched durability
will outlast many workplace reorganizations.

ALSO SHOWN
Nvision panel-based system.
Elements from the Quad collection, C.I.T.É. and Stad furniture systems by Lacasse.
Expression, Shifter and Upswing seating by United Chair.
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harmony

flexibility
Small details make a big difference.
The impeccable quality of this collection
is revealed in features such as high
performance rails, assorted colored
drawers and perfect fitting cushions.

No more lost keys! An optional
electronic locking system provides
increased security and efficiency.

Need more flexibility? All our metal storage
furniture can be customized in the colors,
dimensions and configurations of your choice.
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Office Furniture Solutions
Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse is a North American leader in the design, manufacture and
service of a broad range of high-quality furniture products for all types of work environments. We
have the experience, expertise and capability to deliver incomparable design, exceptional quality,
optimum service and outstanding value in Office Furniture Solutions.
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IO stool by United Chair.
Nvision panel-based system.

1 888 522-2773
www.groupelacasse.com

Metal storage furniture has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.
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